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St. John Fisher College
Religious Studies Department Club

Spring 2005
Letter from the Editor

This semester brought about many changes for the Religious Studies Club. From new members to a change of leadership, this was definitely a transition time for the club. As a result, much more effort had to be put into making this club a success. Fortunately, this group’s drive and passion kept the club on a stead path. Thus, as the newly appointed president of the Religious Studies club, I am pleased to announce the publication of the fourth issue of *Verbum*.

In this issue, we will try to enhance people’s knowledge of that which is religious. Overall, we feel that the content is not only well written, but also thought provoking. There is no doubt in my mind that this issue of *Verbum* will bring about tremendous reflection and insight from the Fisher community.

In closing, I would like to thank all of the people who contributed their work to this issue of *Verbum*. Although we cannot put every entry into the publication, we are truly grateful for everyone’s hard work. It is the writing of such individuals that shows how the study of religions and theology truly affects each one of us.

I am proud to announce that *Verbum* will be expanding. Starting with the next issue, we will have a new section dedicated to various works of art and poetry related to religious thought. We feel that this addition will bring about more great insights from the Fisher community.

In the end, I hope that all of you enjoy reading the fourth issue of the journal. We feel that this edition is one of the best yet and we encourage all to not only reflect, but to consider writing for our next publication as well.

Sincerely,

Matthew Cotugno,
REST Club President
Special Thanks to

Dave Mammano, founder of

nextSTEP MAGAZINE

www.nextSTEPmagazine.com
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